
2013 11U Stars and Stripes Gold Team Case Study 

With momentum and experience learned from the 2013 10U Stars and Stripes All American Team, Stars 

and Stripes introduced the inaugural Gold Team.  The Gold Team experience is one that provides an 

opportunity to players across the country for ages 9U to 13U.  Stars and Stripes provide the ability for 

committed players to compete at the highest level in a unique opportunity. 

Stars and Stripes Gold teams are “Regional” based teams that will travel and compete in a particular 

geographic area that requires substantial travel and commitment from the players and their families.  

The inaugural team was assembled by taking 5 of the 10U All American Team members and adding 5 

new members. 

The 11U Stars and Stripes Gold Team first met in Columbia, South Carolina and held a practice 

introducing all of the players and families.  After a dinner together we again had another practice the 

following morning.  After the practice we all went to lunch together to experience some team building 

opportunities. 

We played in our first tournament in Columbia, South Carolina and sputtered out of the gate while 

everyone was becoming familiar with one another.  The team finished with a 2-2 record.  Three weeks 

after the first event the team went to Spartanburg, South Carolina and competed in a USSSA Super NIT 

tournament which attracted many of the top teams in the area? 

The Gold Team showed the ability to compete with the best teams going a perfect 3-0 in pool play.  The 

Gold Team lost 4-3 in the first game of the bracket to the eventual champions of the tournament.  The 

Gold Team faced much adversity with some calls not going their way and left the tournament knowing 

we could play with anyone. 

The Gold Team next participated in the Nations East Coast World Series in November in Charlotte, NC.  

The Gold Team proved too powerful and went a perfect 5-0 to win rings at this event.  The team faced 

top competition beating Team Virginia in pool play and SBA Canes in the Championship game.  This 

event proved the concept that players can be assembled who do not practice together but who are 

great teammates. 

The Gold Team participants and family members were able to enjoy seeing the players bond and 

compete at the highest level under a lot of pressure as all teams were gunning to lay the smack down on 

us.  No one thought we could compete against powerful well established teams who practice on a 

regular basis. 

The development of the players and their families motivate Stars and Stripes to expand this opportunity 

to families across the country who are looking for something special for their family.  Many players 

across the country are not able to compete at the highest level under these circumstances because the 

area or region they are in do not provide the talent pool or opportunity to do so. 

Stars and Stripes is looking for players and families who want to develop and who are willing to go 

outside of the normal box that is offered.  There are so many challenges to what a Gold Team offers the 



benefits are too many to list.  One would have to experience this first hand to begin to appreciate how 

much of an impact this makes on a player and his family.   

 


